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CGS China-ASEAN Business Leaders Summit 

CGS International Holding Limited CEO Mdm Chang (Right) 
sharing her views during the Q&A session

China Galaxy Securities (CGS) is a Chinese brokerage and investment bank founded in 2007 and listed on the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange and the Shanghai Stock Exchange. CGS’s parent company is China Investment Corporation,
which is a China’s renowned national sovereign wealth fund.

Business China of Singapore was launched in November 2007 by Singapore’s Founding Prime Minister, Mr. Lee Kuan
Yew. Business China's mission is to nurture an inclusive bilingual and bicultural group of Singaporeans through
extensive use of the Chinese language as the medium of communication, so as to sustain Singapore’s multi-cultural
heritage, and to develop a cultural and economic bridge linking the world and China.

Together with CGS, Business China held the CGS China-ASEAN Business Leaders Summit on 9 March and 10 March at
the Raffles City Convention Centre. CYS Strategic Sales Managers Mr. Lee Tiong Jun and Mr. Jeff Cheah were invited
to the summit together with other 40 delegates.

CGS International Holding Limited CEO Mdm. Chang was speaking in a youth dialogue session jointly organised by
CGS and Business China. In addition to sharing career advice, she identified consumer, finance, and the green and
low carbon sector as potential key areas for economic and trade cooperation between Singapore and China. She also
emphasised the importance of youths having bilingual and bicultural skills in order to seize the opportunities in
China, Singapore and Southeast Asia. SOURCE

CGS China-ASEAN Business Leaders Summit 2023 with 40 Participants

CGS International Holding Limited CEO Mdm Chang (Right) 
highlights the key factors of global economic environment
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